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VestigialHead • 3 points • 25 May, 2020 09:15 AM 

Happy for them to change the definition of rape to not include a man who has unwanted sex with a women. As
long as they also change it to not include a women having unwanted sex with a man.

There is no difference.

[deleted] • 2 points • 25 May, 2020 11:43 PM 

Feninism was never once about equality and was always the terrible movement you see today. Using the same
underhanded, bullshit tactics and lies. Past feminism still shamed men like giving feathers to men that didn't go
off to war and a multitude of other similar shaming tactics to ones used today. They also could have given less of
a shit about poor woman, minority women and female slaves. Or poor men and male slaves for that matter, And
a bit father in the future it could have given less of a crap about civil rights. Women got the vote before many
men and slaves did; and they were more than content with it staying that way.; without lifting any finger to help
during slavery, Jim Crow etc. Feminism was never about equality and always power when it suited a few
privileged complaining women and anyone else with problems didn't matter. It always was a push for power
under the guise of equality for a few people playing victim Olympics. Especially at a time where life was terrible
for other people they ignored/everyone. It was always the terrible movement you see today
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